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Poker and the Police in Early Twentieth Century Alberta 

In August 1930 an irate and frustrated Lethbridgian, C. Willmott Maddison, wrote to the 

Minister of Justice in Ottawa to protest the prevalence of gambling and to complain about 

the failure of police officers to act on his complaints. It was bad enough, Maddison 

explained, that concession stand operators at the Lethbridge Midway blatantly set up their 

gambling operations, including crude forms of roulette; what was intolerable was that 

while Maddison observed this travesty he was accompanied by “City Policemen, 

Provincial Policemen and R.C.M.Policemen” who stood by and watched the proceedings. 

No action was taken by any of the officers, although, according to Maddison’s they did 

acknowledge that they were under the impression that the game was quite illegal in 

Canada. Specifically, Maddison wanted to know of the Minister if a private citizen, 

distressed at the inactivity of city and provincial officers, could request the R.C.M.P. to 

stop the gambling and arrest the operators. He concluded: “As matters are it would look 

as though one can be surrounded with twenty uniformed policemen, coming from at least 

three different forces, and yet be unable to have illegal gambling in a public place 

restricted.” I 

_ .  

The following week the -Acting Deputy Minister of Justice, J. Chisholm, politely 

informed Mr Maddison that it was not the function of the Minister of Justice to advise 

private persons with regard to questions of law. As a courtesy, Chisholm forwarded 

Maddison’s letter to the Attorney General of Alberta. For, while the Criminal Code was 
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clearly a federal matter, it was the responsibility of provincial authorities to enforce the 

law. Indeed, a few days later the Minister of Justice personally wrote a brief note to 

Maddison suggesting that a complaint to the Attorney General would indeed be the best 

option for resolving his concerns.* This exchange of letters is fascinating because it 

introduces a number of issues that hampered the efforts of those who would rid Alberta, 

and indeed Canada, of the ‘curse’ of gambling. Those bent on ‘civilizing’ the West were 

continually frustrated by what they considered a lack of commitment by politicians and 

law enforcement agencies to enforce the laws against gambling or co-ordinate efforts to 

eradicate gambling. Why, they complained, was gambling so pervasive? The records, 

admittedly at this point anecdotal, present compelling evidence of the popularity of 

gambling in Alberta. Yet, as the reformers constantly reminded anyone who would listen, 

gambling was illegal under Section 229 of the Criminal Code of Canada. This paper 

examines one popular form of gambling, poker, in an effort to explain why police efforts 

to contain gambling were either frustrated or, at best, short-lived. Consequently, in the 

process of examining this one aspect of the policing of popular culture we can identify 

some of the tensions inherent in early twentieth century Alberta society. 

There can be little doubt that in the late-nineteenth century Canadian popular 

imagination gambling was firmly associated with life in the West. Children’s history 

books told of the lives of the fur-traders who pushed their way into the north and the 

west, and spent their profits in drinking and gambling.3 The West was populated, again 

according to popular accounts, by Amerindians who loved to gamble. The popular 

* RG13, Vol. 343, 1930, File 1333. 
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novelist R.M. Ballantyne perpetuated many stereotypes about Amerindian behaviour, not 

the least of which was their apparent fondness for gambling, an “evil [that] prevailed to a 

great extent among them.”4 In one passage dating back to 1848, he confirms his 

prejudices by suggesting that there “is no music in the soul of the Cree, and the only time 

they attempt it is when gambling, of which they are passionately fond.”5 Poker playing 

and whisky-drinking were assumed to be the central elements of frontier popular culture. 

Typical of this perspective is the description of the West in a sentimental romance by 

Carrie J. Harris from 1894. The heroine despairs when she discovers that her indolent and 

pleasure-seeking brother, and her only living relation, has decided to seek his fortune in 

the far North-West, “the land she regarded as the paradise of gamblers and outlaws of 

every description, the land where gambling dens and whisky shops flourished, and where 

churches were almost unknown.”6 Such fictional accounts were fuelled by the memoirs 

of missionaries who claimed first hand experience of fife in the West. W.H. Withrow 

provided a particularly gruesome account of the loose morality of prairie folk. Even 

respectable men had become so accustomed to wickedness that they were “hardened to 

evil.” There were others “who were openly wicked. One might pass on the street men 

whose hands had been red with human blood. The professional gambler, with sinister 

look, lowering brows and averted eyes, might be seen lounging about during the day in 

preparation for the night with its excitement.”’ Indeed, so pervasive was this culture, 

R.M. Ballantyne, The Big Otter: A Tale of the Great Nor’west (London: James Nisbet, 

R.M. Ballantyne, Hudson ’s Bay; or Every-day Lij2 in the Wilds of North America 

Carrie J. Harris, Cyril whymans Mistake (Toronto: W. Bryce, 1894?), 13. 
W.H. Withrow, Our Own County Canada: Scenic and Descriptive (Toronto: William 
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according to observers, that it transcended barriers of race and social standing, 

incorporating everyone from ranchers in present day southern Alberta, miners and 

labourers and the local Chinese and Amerindian peoples.’ Indeed, as Paul Voisey has 

observed, gambling was popular in the West because it went hand in hand with the reality 

of the prairie experience;’ life was a gamble and only those with the strength of character 

and nerve to take a risk would reap the rewards. 

Of course there existed a contrary perspective. Poker offended anti-gambling 

moral reformers because it offered the opportunity of gain without labour; they resisted 

the notion that chance, rather than divine will or talent, could have a significant impact on 

the distribution of wealth. We might guess that poker was also so offensive in part 

because it was so prevalent and difficult to root out. This was in large part because it 

proved extremely difficult to convict poker players of gambling. Moral reformers were 

vexed to discover that the law failed to reconcile moral and legal interpretations of 

gambling behaviour. Indignant letters to police, politicians and the press, common 

throughout the decades after 1900, testify to the frustration of respectable citizens. A 

letter from Mrs. B.E. Linke, of Ferintosh (south-east of Edmonton), Alberta, to the 

Minister of Justice in April 1920 neatly identifies concern about the poker problem. 

“Poker is getting to a regular curse in these western towns. Every village has its Chinese 

restaurant, and as a rule they are regular gambling dens.” lo This association of gambling 

See for example Ralph Connor, The Sky Pilot: A Tale of the Foothills (Toronto: The 
Westminster Company, 1899) that considers the gambling life of ‘The Company of the 
Noble Seven’. ’ Paul Voisey, Vulcan: T’he Making of a Prairie Community (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1988), 163. 
lo RG13 Vol. 248, 1920, File 989. 
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with ethnic, and specifically Chinese, culture was common to the period and reflects one 

tendency to associate gambling with marginalized groups within the community. Suzanne 

Morton observes that as a result of such racial stereotyping police forces across Canada 

were more likely to target Chinese gambling, particularly in identifiable Chinatowns, 

even though gamblers clearly represented virtually all-social communities in the 

I I  country. Mrs. Linke enclosed a letter that she had received from the Deputy Attorney 

General of Alberta; while polite the response deftly threw the problem of containing 

gambling back at the feet of the Dominion Government. “ The Provincial Government is 

powerless to take action against persons who gamble,” wrote the Deputy Attorney 

General, “unless there is something in the nature of a rake-off by the persons in control of 

the premises. The fact that people meet and play with each other for money, without 

anyone other than‘ themselves losing or making money, does not constitute an offense 

under the Code, and objectionable as such is from a moral point of view as well as from 

the standpoint of the families affected, until the law is amended, the Provincial authorities 

are helpless.”12 

Indeed, as the Lethbridge police had discovered back in 1912, it was even more 

difficult to prosecute alleged gamblers than was supposed. City authorities, attempting to 

control local gambling, tried to charge a group of fifteen men with breaking a city by- 

law. Initially found guilty the men appealed and appeared before His Honour Roland 

Winter who quashed the conviction without costs.13 The message, as local politicians and 

police officers acknowledged, was that gamblers would have to be charged under the 

Suzanne Morton, At Odds: Gambling and Canadians, 1919 - 1969 (Toronto: 11 

University of Toronto Press, 2002),114, 133. 
l2  RG13 Vol. 248, 1920, File 989. 
l 3  Lethbridge Daily Herald, 4 December 1912: 1 
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criminal code. This meant more work for police officers because it would now be 

necessary to prove not only that there had been a ‘rake-off but also that the rake-off was 

more than sufficient to buy the  refreshment^.'^ It was the requirement to provide what 

moral reformers and authorities considered such a high level of proof that caused such 

consternation. To return for one final time to Mrs. Linke’s thoughts on the matter, why 

couldn’t Canadian lawmakers just assume that there was always a rake-off when 

gambling was carried on in a public place?I5 But, of course, they could not - and therein 

lay the challenge for Canadian police officers. 

Perhaps no incident better introduces the challenges of policing gambling than the 

efforts of the Royal North West Mounted Police (RNWMP) to shut down a gambling 

operation in Granum, a small town of just over 250, between Claresholm and Fort 

McLeod in southern Alberta, in the winter of 1912. The experiences of this police 

operation, involving informants hired to infiltrate local poker games, visits by moral and 

temperance reformers, late night raids and a chase over rooftops and snow-covered 

streets, temporarily captured the public’s imagination. The subsequent trial, and the 

appeal of the original decision, reverberated through police circles for years into the 

future. On what would prove to be an inauspicious weekend for southern Alberta police 

forces - almost the entire Lethbridge police force resigned to protest the new Police 

Chiefs decision to appoint a new inspector from Toronto over a local officerI6 .- the 

RNWMP set off from Claresholm, late on a Saturday night, in mid-winter, to catch a den 

of local gamblers operating out of a room above the Imperial Cafd, Granum. 

l4 Lethbridge Daily Herald, 5 December 19 12: 1 
Is Letter from Mrs. Linke to the Attorney General, Ottawa. 10 April 1920. RG13, Vol. 
248, 1920, File 989. 
l6 Lethbridge Daily Herald, 22 October 1912: 1 
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The RNWMP party arrived in Granum at 11:45 p.m., 19 October, armed with a 

search warrant issued by Claresholm Justice of the Peace T.E. Tucker. In command was 

Sergeant R.C. Waters, accompanied by Staff Sergeant Piper, and Constables Frere and 

Wright. Frere was stationed at the front of the building and Wright at the rear while 

Waters and Piper entered the building and knocked on the door. According to Waters’ 

crime report a voice enquired, “Who’s there?” to which Waters replied, “Police, Warrant 

to Search, open this door.” Water’s report provides some detail of subsequent events. 

“Immediately there was a scramble and a noise of breaking glass and overturning chairs - 

I burst open the door and went in. I pulled a man back who was trying to get out of a 

window, S / S g t  Piper doing the same.” ” When order was finally restored and the 

premises searched eight men were arrested and charged with playing or looking on in a 

common gaming house. These included Otto Edlund, H. Sanders, C. Foster, M. Car, C. 

Greenman, E.H. Ryan and Toy Sing. Also apprehended was Teddy Goeson, who was not 

discovered in the Imperial Cafd, but whose coat was found on a peg in the room that was 

raided.18 Significantly, the next day the RNWMP arrested the alleged ringleader and 

gaming house keeper, Jack Coghlin, who had escaped through a window and fled over 

the rooftops to temporary safety; Coghlin was charged with keeping a common gaming 

house. In their search of the room in the Imperial cafd Waters and his men discovered the 

paraphernalia of gambling, including playing cards and, more importantly a variety of 

Sergeant Waters’ Crime Report for Jack Coghlin. RG18, Vol. 439, 1913, File 158-13. 17 

l8 Goeson was identified when Sergeant Waters discovered a letter addressed to the 
accused in one of the coat pockets. 
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red, white and blue poker chips, worth a gambling value of $100. Some of these chips 

were scattered on the floor, while others were found in the leg of Toy Sing’s ‘drawers’.’’ 

Sergeant Waters had cause to be well pleased with his Granum operation. On 21 

October 1912, he presented evidence before J.P. Tucker that led to the conviction of six 

of the poker players, all of whom had pleaded guilty and who received fines of $20 plus 

costs, which were calculated at $25.75 apiece or 40 days in the McLeod jail. 2o True, the 

case against Teddy Goeson was dismissed when no evidence was presented to suggest he 

was actually in the room at the time of the poker game, and Otto Edlund’s case was 

discharged. However, Jack Coghlin was successfully prosecuted for keeping a common 

gaming house. Evidence was presented that suggested he was playing poker and acting as 

a ‘banker’ who sold chips, and that he took a rake-off from some of the ‘Jack Pots’. 

Coghlin was sentenced to one-month hard labour in Macleod jail, and a fine of $50 and 

costs or a fbrther two months in prison. His lawyer, Mr. Gray from Macleod, immediately 

served notice that his client would appeal. Despite the prospect of a later court date 

Sergeant Waters was satisfied, as his crime reports testify, with the weekend’s work. He 

had successhlly proven that a rake-off had been at the heart of the Granum poker game 

and he had surpressed a menacing local vice.” 

Unfortunately Sergeant Waters had not heard the end of this case. Fascinating 

undercurrents suggest that what appears as a simple case of successful police work was in 

fact far more complicated and suggestive. What are not evident to this point are the 

l9 The account is drawn from the four crime reports filed for the Granum raid. RG18, 
Vol. 439, 1913, File 158-13. 
2o Lethbridge DaiZy Herald, 22 October 1912: 8. All of the guilty men chose to pay their 
fines and costs. 
21 Details of the charges are taken from the crime reports written up by Sergeant Waters. 
RG 18, Vol. 439, 1913, File 158-13. 1 
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remarkable efforts that were associated with pursuing this apparently simple case. How 

was Waters able to prove that Coghlin was taking a rake-off from the unfortunate local 

gamblers? Simply put, the reason that Otto Edlund’s case was dismissed, even though he 

had pleaded guilty before J.P. Tucker, was that Edlund was actually an informant hired 

by the RNWMP to infiltrate the poker game and then provide evidence. Waters resorted 

to this tactic in large part because earlier attempts to shut down the gambling den in 

Granum had failed. On one occasion a RNWMP officer, it is unclear if it was Waters or, 

more probably, an Inspector from Macleod, managed to infiltrate a poker game in the 

poolroom of the Imperial cafe, but he was “given away” and the exercise was a failure, 

although the weekly Saturday night game was abandoned for some time. Ominously, in a 

letter to the RNWMP Commissioner, A Bowen Perry, Inspector Tucmant?) of ‘D’ 

Division, Macleod, suggested that he had made cautious enquiries from persons he had 

considered most reliable, but he was “quite confident that the pool-room keeper was 

informed and stopped the game.” In other words local worthies apparently were aware of 

local gambling and were not about to co-operate with the RNWMP in Macleod or 

Claresholm. If this was in fact the case it would have been no surprise to the moral 

reformers who opposed gambling. In their letters to senior federal and provincial 

bureaucrats and politicians they suggested that the police were in ‘cahoots’ with the 

gamblers. Typical was a letter from W. Forest of Drumheller who invited the Attorney 

General in Ottawa to visit Drumheller and see for himself the damage caused by 

gambling. But, cautioned Forest, don’t tell the ‘sergents’ (sic) you are coming, “all 
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Sergent Provincial and City are doing here what they want with poor people to skin them 

to death.”22 

When Sergeant Waters, stationed in Claresholm, heard from Otto Edlund that 

Coghlin had started up the Saturday night poker game once again he wrote to his 

superiors in Macleod asking for their permission to use Edlund as an informer.23 From 

Edlund’s account of the gambling den Waters was convinced that Edlund had an 

excellent chance of participating in the game and providing convincing evidence before a 

judge. Indeed, Waters pleaded with his superiors in Macleod to act quickly given that 

Edlund would soon be leaving town and the opportunity might be lost. On 3 October 

1912 Edlund signed an agreement with the RNWMP that in return for $25 and expenses 

he would “get into” the poker game, or “whatever the game is that is played there” and 

secure evidence of any rake-off. Consequently, with Edlund a part of the poker game that 

was broken up by Waters’ raid the RNWMP were able to convict a number of the players 

and identify, capture and prosecute Coghlin for running a common gaming house. 

To this point the evidence, all from the RNWMP crime reports and internal 

correspondence, has suggested that the police mounted a well-planned campaign against 

the Granum gamblers. Other evidence, however, suggests that the police raid was not as 

successful as they might have hoped. In a letter to Superintendent Cuthbert, RNWMP 

Edmonton, in January 1913 Mr. W.F. Gold, a Field Secretary for the Alberta Temperance 

and Moral Reform League offered a different view of events. Following his recent visit to 

22 Letter from Forest to Attorney General, Ottawa, Received 14 March 1923. RG13, Vol. 
343, 1923, File 537. At this time the RNWMP, as of 1920 the RCMP, were replaced for 

p3 The R N W  station in Claresholm was a detachment of ‘D’ Division headquartered 
in Macleod. 

rovincial policing by the Alberta Provincial Police Force from 1917 to 1932. 
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Granum where he met with local members of his association, Gold argued that the 

Granum raid had been a failure; he had been advised that as many as twelve men had 

escaped through the windows, in large part because the Claresholm RNWMP force had 

not been strong enough. Moreover, despite the raid, the gambling, which had been a local 

concern for a number of years, remained a problem in that gambling continued in at least 

three locations in town. According to Gold the local business and church community was 

‘up in arms’ as local men, coming in to town to pay their bills, were ‘roped’ in to games 

where they lost their money. Gold even offered the assistance of two trustworthy local 

men, Dr A.G. MacMillan and James Cumming, an implement dealer, who were prepared 

to help with any attempt to ‘round up’ the gamblers. The letter concluded with a plea for 

the Superintendent to authorize a joint raid by Macleod and Claresholm detachments: can 

you not “stay with it until it is cleaned 

Gold’s letter is important for a number of reasons. Not only does it suggest that 

the gambling ‘problem’ may have been larger than the police had originally believed, but 

it also implies that local authorities, including the Granum police force, were either 

unable or unwilling to deal with the matter. Superintendent Cuthbert, perhaps worried 

also by the slight suggestion that local men, encouraged by the Temperance and Moral 

Reform League, might involve themselves in the matter, forwarded Mr. Gold’s letter to 

Commissioner Bowen in Regina. The Commissioner was briefed on the particulars of the 

Granum raid, and informed that although convictions were obtained there was an appeal 

pending, to be heard in Claresholm on 13 February 1913. The basis of Jack Coghlin’s 

appeal (on the charge of keeping a common gaming house) was that the original search 

24 Letter from Gold to Cuthbert, 29 January 1913. RG18, Vol. 439 (1913) File 158-13 
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warrant should have been served by the Mayor of Granum, rather than a J.P. from 

Claresholm. The question put to the Commissioner was blunt: should the RNWMP step 

in and deal with the matter, or refer Mr. Gold to the Mayor of Granum? 

Commissioner Bowen personally responded to Mr. Gold, and immediately 

distanced his force from the problem. Granum, he informed Mr. Gold, was an 

incorporated town with its own police force and outside RNWMP jurisdiction under 

normal circumstances, that is unless requested to act by the Attorney General of 

Alberta.25 As an aside, it is clear that the Attorney General was well aware of activities 

in Granum. As early as November 191 1 the Deputy Attorney General, L.F. Clarry, had 

been informed by the Macleod RNWMP of the presence of a semi-professional gambler 

operating out of a hotel in Granum.26 Commissioner Bowen’s washing his hands of the 

case is telling, not to mention disingenuous, given that the evidence is clear that he knew 

about the original raid, and, in a letter to the Officer commanding Macleod, authorized 

the hiring of the informant, Edlund, to infiltrate the game.27. Indeed, in the briefing he 

received from the Inspector at Macleod back in October 1912 Bowen had been informed 

of the RNWMP’s difficulties in Granum, including the possibility of collusion between 

local authorities and gamblers. The Granum raid, not entirely successful in the first 

instance, given the alleged number of men who escaped over the rooftops, ended in 

25 Letter from Bowen to Gold, 11 February 1913. RG18, Vol. 439 (1913) File 158-13 
26 Letter from Superintendent, Macleod to L.F. Clarry, Deputy Attorney General, 
November 25 191 1. Provincial Archives of Alberta, ACC66166/191r, GS Box 27 
27 Letter from Bowen to Commanding Officer, Macleod, 12 October 1912. RG18, Vol. 
439 (1913) File 158-13 
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virtual failure when Jack Coghlin’s conviction for keeping a common gaming house was 

quashed on appeal in Claresholm in February 19 13 .*’ 
This fascinating case, for which so much evidence exists, helps us to understand 

the extent to which gambling cut to the heart of social, moral, religious and cultural 

tensions in Alberta. In her recent study of gambling in Canada between 1919 and 1969 

Suzanne Morton persuasively argues that moral ambivalence lay at the heart of official 

attitudes to gambling and “provided a means of accommodating the tensions and 

contradictions associated with gambling and its participants.” Hypocrisy was avoided in 

favour of balance and m ~ d e r a t i o n . ~ ~  This paper, admittedly dealing with a gambling 

episode just prior to Morton’s period of concern, nonetheless cautions us against broad 

assumptions about popular attitudes among ordinary Canadians, whether in or out of 

uniform, While society might in general reflect an ambivalent view, this case suggests 

that specific elements within society held strong views about gambling. The RNWMP 

clearly was not ambivalent in its early twentieth century attempts to combat gambling. 

Indeed, while time does not permit further elaboration it is evident from a close 

examination of the actions of the Edmonton police force that they also took their duty to 

prosecute illegal forms of gambling seriously, certainly through to 1939. Morton argues 

that “ambivalence was a conscious but unintentional strategy to achieve balance and 

m~dera t ion . ”~~  I think she is arguing that this ambivalence was achieved through a 

process of negotiation rather than policy. Certainly I would argue that the RNWMP 

action in Granum is an early example of this social negotiation in practice. Without too 

28 Claresholm Review, 13 February 19 13: 1. 
29 Morton, At Odds, 199. 
30 Morton, At Odds, 199. 
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much trouble we can identify a series of such negotiations between dominion and 

provincial governments, the RNWMP and town police, gamblers and moral reformers, 

gamblers and local business interests, police and moral reformers, town authorities and 

dominion officials, and so on. Despite the involvement of the very highest levels of the 

RNWMP hierarchy, and despite months of reconnaissance, weeks of planning, the hiring 

of an informant, a decision to by-pass local law enforcement officers who might 

compromise the operation, and a dramatic late night raid, jurisdictional conflict and legal 

uncertainty compromised and embarrassed police attempts to control gambling. When 

Commissioner Bowen later chose to refer Mr. Gold, who had complained on behalf of the 

Temperance and Moral Reform League of the continued problem of gambling in 

Granum, back to the Mayor of Granum, the very man that Bowen had authorized his men 

to by-pass as they planned for the raid, he was acknowledging, in advance of Coghlin’s 

successful appeal, that this particular game was up! 

Christopher P. Hosgood University of Lethbridge 
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